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Implementation of New Accounting System Software 
 
Background 

 
Redstone Government Consulting was requested to assist the staff of a large multi-national 
logistics supply company located in the Middle East to implement, test and write accounting 
system user documentation applicable to a well-known accounting software package which is 
tailored for use by government contractors.  The company’s annual revenue generated by 
government contracts was approximately $300 million, and the majority of government contracts 
required a cost accounting system that could track actual costs by contract.  Before implementing 
the new software, the company experienced numerous problems in extracting costs charged to 
government contracts, and supporting the transactions comprising those charges to government 
auditors.  The DCAA auditors deemed the company’s billing process as inadequate and rejected 
numerous invoices because the billed costs could not be traced through the accounting system.   
Because of our vast experience in implementing new software solutions that meet the 
government contracting accounting criteria coupled with our familiarity of foreign companies, 
the company requested our services. 
 
Scope 

Our software specialists participated in strategy meetings with the client and other software 
specialists and assisted in designing the cost accounting structure.  Our specialist also assisted in 
implementing software changes related to indirect costs, prepared written policies and 
procedures related to cost accounting practices and the interface with the software capabilities, 
and prepared desk instructions for accounting staff use.  Our professionals also assisted in testing 
the system after implementation to ensure all software capabilities were functioning as intended. 

Outcome 

The software implementation was successful, but for certain minor problems that required 
corrective action during months following the testing phase.  The implementation of the new 
system allowed the foreign company to readily retrieve contract cost information for billing 
purposes while providing an audit trail of invoiced costs to detail accounting transaction data.    
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About Redstone Government Consulting 

Redstone Government Consultants are a team of the most senior industry veterans and the 
brightest new talent in the industry. Many have held senior government positions including 
leadership roles in the DCAA. Our new talents bring significant accounting and software 
experience along with fresh perspectives, inspiration and energy to our team. Through our 
leadership and combined experience, we provide a unique perspective, bringing both government 
and contractor proficiencies to bear and ensuring rock-solid government compliance for our 
clients. 

 

 

	  

	  


